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A Mathematical Introduction to Robotic ManipulationCRC Press, 1994

	A Mathematical Introduction to Robotic Manipulation presents a mathematical formulation of the kinematics, dynamics, and control of robot manipulators. It uses an elegant set of mathematical tools that emphasizes the geometry of robot motion and allows a large class of robotic manipulation problems to be analyzed within a unified...
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Design and Control of Intelligent Robotic Systems (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2009

	With the increasing applications of intelligent robotic systems in various fields, the design and control of these systems have increasingly attracted interest from researchers. This edited book entitled Design and Control of Intelligent Robotic Systems in the book series of Studies in Computational Intelligence is a collection of some...
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Control in Robotics and Automation (Academic Press Series in Engineering)Academic Press, 1999
Control in Robotics and Automation has been written to meet the rapidly growing need for sensor-based integration to solve problems in the control and planning of robotic systems.  Applications of these control methods range from assembly tasks in industrial automation to material handling in hazardous environments and servicing tasks in space....
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Exploring the Moon: The Apollo Expeditions (Springer Praxis Books / Space Exploration)Springer, 2008
David Harland opens with a review of the robotic probes, namely the Rangers which returned television before crashing into the Moon, the Surveyors which 'soft landed' in order to investigate the nature of the surface, and the Lunar Orbiters which mapped prospective Apollo landing sites. He then outlines the historic landing by Apollo 11 in terms...
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Agent and Multi-Agent Systems: Technologies and Applications: First KES International Symposium, KES-AMSTA 2007, WroclawSpringer, 2007
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First International Symposium on Agent and Multi-Agent Systems - Technologies and Applications, KES-AMSTA 2007, held in Wroclaw, Poland in May/June 2007. China in November 2006.
The 110 revised papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 464 submissions and contain 4 papers...
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Sensor Network OperationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Designing and operating sensor networks, featuring leading researchers and the latest, yet unpublished findings   

   

   Sensor Network Operations introduces mission-oriented sensor networks as distributed dynamic systems of interacting sensing devices, which function as a network to execute complex...
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Robotic Mapping and Exploration (Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics)Springer, 2009
"Robotic Mapping and Exploration" is an important contribution in the area of simultaneous localization and mapping  (SLAM) for autonomous robots, which has been receiving a great deal of attention by the research community in the latest few years. The contents are focused on the autonomous mapping learning problem. Solutions...
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How to Photograph the Moon and Planets with Your Digital Camera (Patrick Moore's Practical Astronomy Series)Springer, 2006
Buick, an experienced amateur astronomer, uses his own images... to illustrate a variety of equipment... [N]ovice imagers can rest assured that the images here are what the beginner can realistically expect to achieve... I enjoyed this book, and learned from it too....
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Getting Started with Python for the Internet of Things: Leverage the full potential of Python to prototype and build IoT projects using the Raspberry PiPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Build clever, collaborative, and powerful automation systems with the Raspberry Pi and Python.

	
		Key Features

		
			Create your own Pi-Rover or Pi-Hexipod robots
	
			Develop practical applications in Python using Raspberry Pi
	
			Build your own Jarvis, a highly advanced...
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Control of Robot Manipulators in Joint Space (Advanced Textbooks in Control and Signal Processing)Springer, 2005
Robot control is the backbone of robotics, an essential discipline in the maintenance of high quality and productivity in modern industry. The most common method of control for industrial robotic manipulators relies on the measurement and amendment of joint displacement: so-called "joint-space control".
Control of Robot...
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Sensing, Intelligence, Motion : How Robots and Humans Move in an Unstructured WorldJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	A leap forward in the field of robotics

	

	Until now, most of the advances in robotics have taken place in structured environments. Scientists and engineers have designed highly sophisticated robots, but most are still only able to operate and move in predetermined, planned environments designed specifically for the robots and...
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Mars, A Cosmic Stepping Stone: Uncovering Humanity's Cosmic ContextSpringer, 2008
The questions of our origin and cosmic abundance of life are among the most compelling facing humanity. We have determined much about the nature and origin of the Universe and our place in it, but with virtually all evidence of our origin long since gone from our world and an unimaginably vast Universe still to explore, defining answers are...
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